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WE HELP OUR CLIENTS STAND OUT IN A CROWDED
SUPERYACHT LANDSCAPE WITH EXHAUSTIVE
RESEARCH, EXPERT INSIGHT, ENGAGING IDEAS,
UNIQUE SOLUTIONS AND INTELLIGENT EXECUTION.
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WHAT WE DO
Whether you need to understand your marketplace and the market’s perception of
your business, completely rebrand your company or products, develop an informed
business plan, build a dynamic communications or digital campaign, host a private
event for your best customers, arrange a video shoot with complete storyboard,
research a new territory, analyse the competition or test a new product or idea, The
Superyacht Agency delivers a 360-degree, intelligent marketing approach through
research, analysis, strategy, creativity and interactivity.
We are not a ‘jack of all trades’; we are a focused team of experts passionate about
intelligence, marketing and strategy who live and breathe the superyacht market.
With more than 25 years’ experience in the superyacht world and a large team of
experts who are connected globally, we really understand how this unique market
works, and what strategic and marketing solutions deliver.
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OUR SYMBIOTIC APPROACH
The Superyacht Agency does not work in isolation, but rather operates as a collective
where our core team draws on the wider expertise within The Superyacht Group as
and when needed. The Superyacht Group’s editorial, intelligence, events and support
divisions represent the global elite – the finest journalists, editors, analysts and event
planners in the industry, coupled to market-leading publications, digital portals and
global events. We are firm believers in the mantra ‘smarter together’, because our
combined knowledge, experience and passion is greater even than the sum of its parts.
This confers unparalleled benefits and opportunities to our Agency clients in every
aspect of the projects we undertake, from bespoke market analysis to intelligent brand,
communications and marketing strategies. Our mantra also applies to what we can
deliver for our clients – your strategies and campaigns are more effective when you
work with us, because we are smarter together.
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OUR FOUR CORNERSTONES
Drawing on the unparalleled depth of knowledge and experience within
The Superyacht Group, The Superyacht Agency’s team of brilliant creatives,
analysts, event planners, digital experts and marketing consultants combine
four cornerstones to deliver the most effective campaigns and strategies.
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INTELLIGENCE
U N R I VA L L E D I N S I G H T S
By combining the unrivalled expertise
of The Superyacht Group’s editors and
analysts with the strategic thinking of
our Agency team, we can deliver the
research, methodology and analysis
that can support a business plan,
a branding and communications
strategy or market positioning
assessment. We employ multiple
vectors – from targeted bespoke
surveys to qualitative interviews –

to ensure you have the tools to
reinforce your business strategy or
make you stand out in a crowded
superyacht landscape. We can
define the market’s perception of
your company against primary
competitors, accurately assess your
core market, undertake a feasibility
study for your next investment, or
clarify the true state of the market
in general.
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STRATEGY

I N F O R M E D C A M PA I G N S
Understanding where you want to
be – and knowing how to get there
– is perhaps the most important
part of a marketing strategy. The
combination of our market-leading
media channels, our commercial
relationships across the market and
our comprehensive database of

decision-makers, allows our team
to work with any client on a strategy
that will be effective and will deliver
results. Knowing who to reach, and
how and when to reach them, is the
combination of our market insight, our
unparalleled intelligence proposition
and our smart thinking.
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CREATIVE

INSPIRED SOLUTIONS
The superyacht market is made
up of a diverse mix of brands and
marketing collateral that has, over the
years, followed a copycat approach.
Our team of creatives monitor the
market and watch the wider world
of branding to bring our clients
fresh ideas and creative solutions

that will stand out and create
an impact or get noticed for the
right reasons. We all operate in a
crowded ‘brandscape’ and we pride
ourselves on thinking creatively, but
intelligently and differently. However,
we never ‘think outside the box’ –
because that’s what everyone else
does.
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EVENTS

INCREDIBLE EXPERIENCES
Imagine hosting a dinner for 10 yacht
owners in a private room so you can
ask them strategic questions about a
business model, or building a focus
group of technical experts who can
explore the viability of a new product.
Events can be as large or as small as
you need, but most importantly they
need to bring customers together for
a strategic purpose, not just a social

gathering. People say there are too
many events in the calendar – we say
there are not enough quality customer
experiences. We create bespoke
events that deliver value, customers
and loyalty, and which can take the
form of forums, parties, sit-down
dining experiences, think tanks,
workshops, pop-ups and more.
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For Feadship, we developed a campaign
concept that revolved around two key
elements. The first was a distillation
of their brand essence in a single
word - ‘Uniquity’. The second tied
this to the image of a ballet dancer,
representing grace, beauty and power.
After a successful initial run, both the
Uniquity and the ballerina elements
were extended to additional campaign
and core brand messaging elements,
including events backdrops, messaging
for the My Feadship programme and
the yard’s Rebuild programme, and
other facets which are currently in
development.
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EXAMPLE: FEADSHIP BROCHURE
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Is your Feadship
still a Feadship?

Superyachts, like living organisms, operate on a natural
rhythm and can, without proper care and attention, fall
into disrepair. Moreover, superyachts evolve over their
lives, changing according to the needs of their owners.
My Feadship is a new suite of services designed specifically
to ensure that Feadship’s unique essence and unrivalled
quality is maintained throughout the life of our yachts.

Retain your yacht’s
unique DNA.
Rebuld by Feadship ensures your Feadship’s health is
not eroded by third-party operations. Your yacht will be
looked after and rebuilt by the very team of experts who
built her. No one knows your Feadship like we do.

Among those services is Rebuild. Rebuild distinguishes
Feadship from third-party competition, making it clear
that Feadship quality is not ubiquitous. By bringing your
Feadship back to us, we will ensure that she retains her
unique DNA and that her pedigree is not eroded by thirdparty operations.
We look forward to welcoming you.

Why does tomorrow have
to be like today?

Reimagine for the future.
A more complete overhaul of your yacht does not mean
that her integrity needs to be compromised. With a
more extensive Rebuild by My Feadship, you can remain
confident that every facet of your yacht remains 100 per
cent Feadship. Same heart, new features, still Feadship.

People change, and Feadships change with them. Whether
you are looking to refresh your interior, or perhaps install
the latest AV or systems, we know every facet of your
Feadship from concept to delivered yacht. No one can
refresh your Feadship like we can.

Maintaining a legacy.
True beauty lasts a lifetime. Feadships last beyond. The
true beauty of a Feadship is that it quality is timeless,
and My Feadship ensures that quality is preserved for
generations to come, preserving residual value and
ensuring enduring desirability.

My Feadship – list of services
Nos dolum ut voluptatque el idenem
Doloribus, quodi sunt, sit dolupiducium
Ut reic tem voloribus cum facit pratam
Fugit odiciet enissed quides delique poriae
Sundae quid quias excepe estis enitis
Iinctustibus rempos ut is sincidu cipiet modiae
Nequod ma et velis dolumquas abore

Make sure your Feadship
stays a Feadship.

Ut reic tem voloribus cum facit prata
www.feadship.nl
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CAMPAIGN CONCEPTS FOR 2019 - EXTENDED
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BRAINS OF BOND
GESTALT | BRAINPOWER | EXPERTISE

07.02.19
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ABSTRACT
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BOND TECHNOLOGY MANAGEMENT

EXPERIENCE IS
THE DIFFERENCE
PAGE 10
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ABSTRACT

POSSIBLE ILLUSTRATION STYLE
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BOND TECHNOLOGY MANAGEMENT
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ROUTE 1 | BRAINS OF BOND | PRINT
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ROUTE 1 | BRAINS OF BOND | PRINT
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IT

IT

AV

Key messaging for advertisements would reflect the emphasis on combined brainpower
and the gestalt, highlighting Bond’s advantages over using one brain that has lesser
depth of knowledge spread over several disciplines (the one-man-band/jack-of-alltrades approach of competitors, or the disjointed nature of using several unconnected
companies for separate disciplines).
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Support

Cyber security

Satellite Comms

HVAC

Support

Cyber security

Satellite Comms

HVAC

ROUTE 1 | BRAINS OF BOND | DIGITAL LANDING PAGE
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BOND TECHNOLOGY MANAGEMENT
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AV

BRAINS OVER BRAWN.
At BondTM, we know how important
it is that your yacht’s core systems are
designed, built and integrated to the
highest standards. That’s why we work
with specialist partner companies,
each of whom are experts in one
field. These collective brains deliver
unparalleled levels of cumulative
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IMPLEMENTATION
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BOND TECHNOLOGY MANAGEMENT
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ROUTE 2 | EXPERIENCE IS THE DIFFERENCE | INSPIRATION
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BOND TECHNOLOGY MANAGEMENT
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ROUTE 2 | EXPERIENCE IS THE DIFFERENCE
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BRAINS OVER BRAWN.
experience, while ensuring that every
aspect of your yacht’s systems are
considered holistically rather than
individually, because we work in
together and not as indivuduals. We
have worked on some of the most
prominent superyacht projects yet
delivered. Experience the difference.

BOND TECHNOLOGY MANAGEMENT

At BondTM, we know how important
it is that your yacht’s core systems are
designed, built and integrated to the
highest standards. That’s why we work
with specialist partner companies,
each of whom are experts in one
field. These collective brains deliver
unparalleled levels of cumulative

BRAINS OVER BRAWN.
experience, while ensuring that every
aspect of your yacht’s systems are
considered holistically rather than
individually, because we work in
together and not as indivuduals. We
have worked on some of the most
prominent superyacht projects yet
delivered. Experience the difference.

At BondTM, we know how important
it is that your yacht’s core systems are
designed, built and integrated to the
highest standards. That’s why we work
with specialist partner companies,
each of whom are experts in one
field. These collective brains deliver
unparalleled levels of cumulative

experience, while ensuring that every
aspect of your yacht’s systems are
considered holistically rather than
individually, because we work in
together and not as indivuduals. We
have worked on some of the most
prominent superyacht projects yet
delivered. Experience the difference.
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BOND TECHNOLOGY MANAGEMENT
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ROUTE 2 | EXPERIENCE IS THE DIFFERENCE | PRINT - ADDITIONAL IMAGE TREATMENTS
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INDIVIDUAL FOCUS,
TE AM E XPERIENCE

Key messaging would reflect the collective nature of individual specialisms, and how
that combined experience makes the difference in any new-build, refit or ongoing
systems architecture support project.

Our team comprises people
who are each masters of one
field, not jacks-of-all-trades.
NAME: PATRICK VOORN
Specialism: HVAC
Company: Synergy
Team: Bond TM

Artwork could feature a composite portrait comprising images of each of the Bond
experts and partner experts, again reinforcing the idea of the collective approach and
team integration - which in turn reflects the importance of combined efforts to ensure
systems integration is seamless and effective.

INDIVIDUAL FOCUS,
TEAM EXPERIENCE

This would also extend to both a web landing page and - by extension - to video
content that would seamless integrate with the portrait styling.
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ROUTE 2 | EXPERIENCE IS THE DIFFERENCE | INSERT
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BOND TECHNOLOGY MANAGEMENT

07.02.19

Our team comprises people
who are each masters of one
field, not jacks-of-all-trades.
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ROUTE 2 | EXPERIENCE IS THE DIFFERENCE | DIGITAL LANDING PAGE
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BOND TECHNOLOGY MANAGEMENT
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ROUTE 2 | EXPERIENCE IS THE DIFFERENCE | STORYBOARD - VIDEO/LANDING PAGE

BOND TECHNOLOGY MANAGEMENT
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BOND TECHNOLOGY MANAGEMENT
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INDIVIDUAL FOCUS,
TE AM E XPERIENCE

INDIVIDUAL FOCUS,
TE AM E XPERIENCE

Our team comprises people
who are each masters of one
field, not jacks-of-all-trades.

Our team comprises people
who are each masters of one
field, not jacks-of-all-trades.
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ROUTE 2 | EXPERIENCE IS THE DIFFERENCE | INSERT

An extension of route two would include
informing the illustration/visual style of a
tear-out insert booklet in TSR (reference
the tear-out in TSR 188 - CNI new-build
management promo). Content for a
Bond guide to new-build and refit of core
systems could include a mix of opinion
from the key team specialists, each
signified with the styled portraits (photos
or artwork) and feature considering the
important elements to consider for the
IT/AV/HVAC/cyber/electrical systems
as a whole, and how Bond is the best
option to design, implement and manage
that process. Visual language and the
underlying theme would reflect style
and messaging of the ads and/or the
web landing page and animation/video
content (see below for extensions).

The portrait/symbology concepts would be developed both for print advertisements
and for engaging/eye-catching artwork to accompany promotional content in digital
and print form, identifying each expert with his or her own specialism while retaining a
consistent artistic treatment which in turn infers the team/collective ethos of the Bond
proposition.

We have updated the messaging to reflect a change of
language (final wording/messaging to be developed in
the next phase).
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ROUTE 1 | BRAINS OF BOND | INSPIRATION

The brain illustrations would also animate quite nicely in a ‘freehand drawn’ evolution, with
a line or lines which could draw each brain in turn and follow through to the next brain in
the suite.

The concept and artwork development therefore focuses
more on the treatment of portraits, and combination
portraits featuring multiple Bond partner faces.

COLLECTIVE | ADVANTAGE | SPECIALISM
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The brain iconography could be used large-scale for print ads, but also form smaller
icons that could act as signifiers in text – ie, in a bound-in promotional booklet or insert
where each expert had an advice or opinion column, or where each specialism was
highlighted in its own featurette, the symbols could be added to cement the link.

The aim of the campaign would be to develop the
‘Experience the difference’ campaign, using a similar
premise to the ‘Brains of Bond’ route but with emphasis
on the people rather than the brains themselves.

ROUTE 2

IMPLEMENTATION

To convey the messaging, we would develop individual brain icons/images that would
reflect each specialist (AV/IT, cyber security, HVAC etc) and with each brain being selfcontained the concept would be scalable to cater to additional ‘brains’ being added.

The campaign theme and imagery could be developed
both in terms of print/online ads, and for partner content
in bound-in supplements or inserts.
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BOND TECHNOLOGY MANAGEMENT

BOND TECHNOLOGY MANAGEMENT

The aim of the campaign would be to symbolise the
singular specialisms of the various partner companies to
Bond TM, from which the collective expertise is equivalent
to having several brains in place of one (team vs oneman-band/several heads is better than one).

ROUTE 1

BOND TECHNOLOGY MANAGEMENT
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BOND TM WISHES TO HIGHLIGHT THE ADVANTAGES
OF ITS COLLECTIVE, PARTNER COMPANY APPROACH
IN ITS 2019 CAMPAIGN. WE HAVE DEVELOPED THREE
CONCEPT ROUTES TO REFLECT THIS CORE ETHOS.

BOND TM

BOND TECHNOLOGY MANAGEMENT
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INDIVIDUAL FOCUS,
TE AM E XPERIENCE
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Our team comprises people
who are each masters of one
field, not jacks-of-all-trades.
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BOND TECHNOLOGY MANAGEMENT
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As part of our initial concept work, we also looked at possible stylised portrait illustrations that
could serve as markers for supplements, bound-in sponsored content, and website. Background
or in-fill graphics would be tailored to the person’s specialism. Some of these could also animate
quite nicely for an updated web/promo animation/video.

INDIVIDUAL FOCUS,
TEAM EXPERIENCE
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BOND TECHNOLOGY MANAGEMENT

TEAM
TEAM XXXXXXX
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Route 1
IT

BOND TECHNOLOGY MANAGEMENT
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IMPLEMENTATION
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We propose a series of advertisement designs to run over several issues/months, each
one designed in a similar style but conveying subtly different messaging. Each subsequent
advert would therefore become instantly recognisable as part of the campaign, with
enough difference and enough impact to warrant reading and remembering.

The individual video shorts could also be
combined into a longer video on the process
of systems design and integration, and the
advantages of working with Bond. This would
also give flexibility for multi-platform promotion.

INDIVIDUAL FOCUS,
TEAM EXPERIENCE
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BOND TECHNOLOGY MANAGEMENT
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ROUTE 3 | US AND THEM | INSPIRATION
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ROUTE 3 | US AND THEM | PRINT
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TEAM. TIME.

Exceptional – Excruciating
Drilled – Dazed
Harmony – Headache
Virtuosos – Clowns
Holistic – Hellistic
07.02.19
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ROUTE 3 | US AND THEM | PRINT
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ROUTE 3 | US AND THEM | DIGITAL LANDING PAGE

Each designed ad’s accompanying text would feature the core theme of the Bond
team vs single-specialism or one-man-band outfits (us and them) combined
with custom written text to reflect that particular image/word pairing and put the
comparison in context.

The ads would not only create a striking visual image, but would be reinforced with bold
messaging – either a consistent ‘Us. Them.’ across the campaign or with varying messages
comprising other paired comparatives reflected in the choice of imagery. Examples could
include, but are not limited to:
Us – Them
Reward – Risk
Smart – Dumb
Divine – Disaster
Magic – Mistake

BOND TECHNOLOGY MANAGEMENT

Text appears as if typed, and would then anchor
to the head so it follows the movement of the
head - see Olivia’s previous work for Volvo
as an example: https://www.youtube.com/
watch?time_continue=78&v=fUdWX78mkAE

© THE SUPERYACHT AGENCY

Word pairs ideally would not only reflect the differences related to each image pair,
but could also be related directly back to the ad messaging either through connection
to key Bond values (smart = clever, technology/smart decision vs dumb = inept/
bad decision) or to key benefits of Bond (harmony = teamwork/smooth project vs
headache = solo player/nightmare project).

To convey the messaging we would develop a series of comparative-image ads – i.e. F1 pit
stop wheel change vs grubby mechanic with spanner; Stradivarius violin (desirable, multistringed) vs skiffle-band tea chest base (homemade, single string); and other concepts
along similar lines.

The artwork development lends itself particularly to an
advertisement campaign which would immediately
stand out in any publication/digital portal.
BOND TECHNOLOGY MANAGEMENT

At the end of the video short the landing page
would animate back to create the interactive
menu once again.

NAME PATRICK VOORN
EXPERIEN_

The aim of the campaign would be to emphasise
the superior, elite Bond TM team proposition against
single-specialism competitors or do-it-all one-manbands – an Us and Them premise which is immediately
provocative and edgy, augmented through use of clever
imagery and descriptive ad text.

DISTINCTION | SUPERIOR | PROVOCATIVE

The landing page would be interactive - a
mouse hover over any strip will highlight that
strip, suggesting a click will take you through
to further content.

P2
4

ROUTE 3

US AND THEM

INDIVIDUAL FOCUS,
TEAM EXPERIENCE

At the end of the intial landing page animation,
the background would reflect the combination
of faces/overlays as per the advertising/
promotional collateral.

CON RE COMNIST OPTAE ET DET

A click on any given portrait strip would expand
that portrait to full screen, which would then
morph into a short video of that person talking
about a key facet of their specialism.

BOND TECHNOLOGY MANAGEMENT

Separately, the slices of the portraits that make
up the Bond partner team would slide in, each
under the overlay representing that person’s
specialism.

DISCOVER

Boriam, voluptas anda volestiumet repro
quodit dem unt, suntotatus, untis simus
eiuscimi, suntiam ipic tempossum nihiliqui
apiciis eumquas sita riam, voluptas
anda volestiumet repro quodit dem unt,
suntotatus, untis simus eiuscimi, suntiam
ipic tempossum nihiliqui apiciis eumquas
sitaspi endistecum explit alis ariatis
cimilignate con re comnist optae et de
et pa voluptu ristiis reic to ea nienisspi
endistecum explit alis ariatis cimilignate

ANDA VOLESTIUMET
REPRO QUODIT DEM
UNT DOLLUPTATE
Eiuscimi, suntiam ipic tempossum
nihiliqui apiciis eumquas sita riam,
voluptas anda volestiumet repro quodit
dem unt, ipic tempossum nihiliqui apiciis
BOND
MANAGEMENT
BOND TECHNOLOGY
TECHNOLOGY MANAGEMENT

INDIVIDUAL FOCUS,
TEAM EXPERIENCE

Tur saectur sunt, sus
moluptati que custrum
quidebis perum ant.

For the web landing page, initially the stylised
overlays representing the individual specialisms
would slide in as columns.

WOULD YOU RATHER USE A TEAM WHERE EACH
MEMBER EXCELS AT ONE THING, OR AN INDIVIDUAL
WHO TRIES TO DO EVERYTHING?
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BOND TECHNOLOGY MANAGEMENT
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BOND TECHNOLOGY MANAGEMENT
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BOND TECHNOLOGY MANAGEMENT
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BOND TECHNOLOGY MANAGEMENT

07.02.19

With partner companies who are specialists in AV/
IT, cyber security, satcomms, HVAC and systems
support, BondTM brings together an elite team who
work in harmony to cover all your systems needs.

US. THEM.
Would you rather use a team where each member
excels at one thing, or an individual who tries to do
everything? With partner companies who are specialists
in AV/IT, cyber security, satcomms, HVAC and systems
support, BondTM brings together an elite team who
work in harmony to cover all your systems needs.
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HARMONY.

HEADACHE.

BondTM comprises a group of specialist partner companies
who are each expert in different aspects of systems, AV/IT,
cyber security and HVAC design, integration and support. We
work in harmony to eliminate the risk of your new-build or refit
project becoming a headache.

BOND TECHNOLOGY MANAGEMENT

07.02.19

SYNCHRONISED.

US.

SYNCOPATED.

BondTM comprises a group of specialist partner companies
who are each expert in different aspects of systems, AV/IT,
cyber security and HVAC design, integration and support. We
work in harmony to eliminate the risk of your new-build or refit
project becoming a headache.
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BOND TECHNOLOGY MANAGEMENT

07.02.19

THEM.
PAGE 31
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Route 3

Cyber security

CONTACT
CHARLOTTE THOMAS

AV

Satellite Comms

HVAC

BRAINS OVER BRAWN.
At BondTM, we know how important
it is that your yacht’s core systems are
designed, built and integrated to the
highest standards. That’s why we work
with specialist partner companies,
each of whom are experts in one
field. These collective brains deliver
unparalleled levels of cumulative

experience, while ensuring that every
aspect of your yacht’s systems are
considered holistically rather than
individually, because we work in
together and not as indivuduals. We
have worked on some of the most
prominent superyacht projects yet
delivered. Experience the difference.

BOND TECHNOLOGY MANAGEMENT

INDIVIDUAL FOCUS,
TEAM EXPERIENCE
Our team comprises people
who are each masters of one
field, not jacks-of-all-trades.

07.02.19

HARMONY.

CREATIVE DIRECTOR
+44 (0)20 7801 1026
+44 (0)7881 825820
CHARLOTTE@THESUPERYACHTGROUP.COM
WWW.THESUPERYACHTAGENCY.COM

HEADACHE.

Experts working in concert should be music to your ears.
BondTM comprises a group of specialist partner companies
who are each expert in different aspects of systems, AV/
IT, cyber security and HVAC design, integration and support.
We work in harmony to eliminate the risk of your new-build
or refit project becoming a headache.
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This presentation and all concepts and designs therein copyright © The Superyacht Agency 2019.
The Superyacht Agency (TSA) has copyright of all intellectual property created by TSA. Conditional upon the payment of
fees, the Client has the right, known as the licence, to use TSA work for the purpose agreed in the estimate and contract.
BOND TECHNOLOGY MANAGEMENT
07.02.19
The licence is perpetual and exclusive to the Client for the final concept chosen by the Client for implementation.
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E X A M P L E : B O N D T M C A M PA I G N
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Tasked with creating a new campaign for our
longstanding client Bond TM – a company
that specialises in technology consultancy
on board some of the world’s largest yachts
– the Agency’s strategy, design and creative
teams developed a concept that focuses on
their depth of expertise across different key
technological systems. The campaign has
also been designed to serve as an evolution
of previous messaging that the Agency team
developed for past Bond TM campaigns. It
includes extensions to social media, web,
content marketing and video, with a reveal
strategy that will run through 2020/2021.

2021
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EXAMPLE: BOND TM

When technology consultants Bond
TM celebrated its 10th anniversary, it
approached us to develop a cohesive
campaign across a variety of media, which
also included a four-page content marketing
section within the pages of The Superyacht
Report.
The Agency produced a content plan that
combined feature-style pieces, and columns
from key Bond team members and partners.
Once the Agency’s team had created the
written content, it was then designed in the
style of The Superyacht Report and ran as a
bound-in section that delivered informative
content to Bond’s key target audiences.
Parallel run-on content was added to the
Bond website as an extension to the insert,
and Bond also printed 1,000 additional loose
copies for its own promotional uses.

DES I G N

HOW TO BUILD
AN INVISIBLE NIGHTCLUB
Questions for the interior and exterior
design team leaders at Winch Design
As one of the world’s most admired
studios dedicated to exterior and
interior design of superyachts,
private residences and jets, Winch
Design is renowned for its ability to
blend technology and design into
an inhabitable work of art. We spoke
with Andreas Iseli, head of yacht
exteriors, and Nick Brosnan, head
of yacht interiors about designing
the audiovisual experience of a
superyacht.

© T H E S U P E R YA C H T A G E N C Y

EX PER I EN CE

200” LED screens are of particular
interest, but we haven’t installed one
yet. You need two decks worth of
housing below, but they can be watched
in full sunlight and can handle wind.
I expect we’ll be designing a retractable
outdoor screen like this very soon.

For us, the AV experience is part of the
initial design brief. Yachts are wonderful
places to celebrate and throw a party,
so the music, lights and everything
around that is very much top-line in the
design. But so is the ability to revert to
a place of calm and relaxation.

RE A D THE FULL
LE N GTH IN TE RVIE WS
A N D SE E THE
C OMPLE TE SE RIE S
BON DTM. COM/I N DU STR Y VOI CES

THREE SHIFTS IN AV/IT
Neil Grant‘s client list
is a who’s who of
The Superyacht Report + Bond TM
S P O N S O R ED C O N TEN T
Silicon Valley

or salon, with both au
delivered through sep
These installations are
integrate and configu
they’re up and running
It’s a real selling point

There are three subjects of real
interest for me right now in audiovisual
technology.
First, there’s the market shift: Specialist
companies are offering highly
differentiated, agile, audiovisual
components and solutions, and now
we’ll see the tables turning and the
big IT companies will be stepping
in as well.

THE AUDIOVISUAL
REVOLUTION

Third, the possibilities
mounted LED arrays a
staggering.

For clients, this means their superyacht
AV/IT networks are evolving into small
broadcast facilities. We are moving
higher and higher-quality digital audio,
video and data at ever-increasing
speeds and lower latencies that goes
well beyond conventional commercial IT.

The desire for unequaled music and video
experiences aboard yachts is driving design
projects built on amazing technology
Second, the adoption of Dante protocols
means we now have incredibly simple
yetsuccessful
powerful tools
to manage the post
Delivering
audiovisual
production and
routing of ultra-highand communication
systems
qualitybiggest
audio. and most
for the world’s
complex superyachts requires
moving towards
the removal of
masteryWe’re
of cutting-edge
electrical
all hardware
from a for
destination cabin
engineering
and sympathy
the passions and ambitions
of the world’s most successful
businesspeople.

A U DI O

The screen technolog
at is rocketing past 4K
with sub-millimetre-p
re-manufacturers are
screen surfaces and s
to the setting required

This means it now is g
achievable — only wit
level budgets — to cre
immersive experience
looks and behaves is
on what’s sitting on th
You can appear to be
in an art gallery, or wit
imaginable. It’s extrao

THE EVOLUTION OF SOUND

On a recent project, we designed the
entire outdoor seating area around
the speaker system. The seats were
designed to enable the sound from
the speakers and subwoofers to
work through them.

In association with Bond Technology
Management, we meet four people
whose insights are helping shape
expectations for tomorrow’s
superyacht technology.

Brian D. Barr, Founder & CEO of California
Audio Technology, has the enthusiast‘s passion
for fanatical sound quality

We set up the entire audiovisual
arrangement on a soundstage in
London so that the owner could
experience how the audio, video,
lighting, and smoke machines would
work before we integrated it aboard.
It was an amazing experience to
be involved in a highly focused
audiovisual design process for
such a passionate owner.

There are few people as passionate
about music playback as Brian
Barr, founder of California Audio
Technology. He’s an engineer and
salesman, working on what he
enthusiastically calls “the Formula 1
of audio technology.” He spoke to
us about yachts as ideal venues for
superior sound systems, keeping
things simple for owners and his
love of vinyl.

Andreas Iseli, Nick Brosnan and Ignacio Oliva-Velez

To custom-build our audio systems for
every client and environment, we work
with the best materials and processes
in the world. We flash our amplifiers and
critical boards with gold internally so
they don’t corrode like copper would, for
instance. We build power supplies and

electrical boards large enough to push
audio down 200m of cable and still have
crystal-clear, recording-studio quality
sound as loud as the biggest club. To
get all that right, working with BondTM
and other consultants makes all the
difference.
To me, the controls for audio systems
should be simple: don’t exaggerate their
importance. It’s like air conditioning.
No one’s excited about setting the
temperature of the room; it should just
happen reliably and accurately in the
background. With a superyacht budget,
we ensure components are working
properly rather than designed to provide
the user with 400 options to fiddle with.
I have seen control systems that worked

flawlessly after ten ye
reliability was priority

Speaking of lasting te
the fact that this year,
music sales exceeded
In 2016, more vinyl wa
worldwide than any ye
That’s because vinyl is
musical experience. W
through a high-qualit
amp, then CAT amplifi
vinyl provides an expe
frankly nearly as good
studio recordings and
and an analogue feel
desirable. It’s phenom

THE SUPERYA CHT REPORT + BOND TM

TH E S U P ER Y

EXPERIENCE THE DIFFERENCE

10 YEARS
2021
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EXAMPLE: CNI DPS PRINT ADVERTISEMENT

© T H E S U P E R YA C H T A G E N C Y

As part of an ongoing, multifaceted content
marketing campaign developed for CNI by
the Agency, the brokerage house ran a series
of DPS ads which were designed to present
key information to readers in the form of a
column, ghost written by the Agency’s content
and editorial teams. The campaign included
several different elements covering different
aspects of the CNI proposition, including sales
brokerage, project management, crew division
and more.
The content marketing themes, visual style and
designs were also directly tied to an overall
advertising campaign style that extended to
digital banners and more.

2022
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EXAMPLE: CNI DPS PRINT ADVERTISEMENT

© T H E S U P E R YA C H T A G E N C Y

The
Superyacht
Report

Why do you
need Camper
& Nicholsons
in the US?

Some things
are black
and white.
If you think hiring a professional is expensive, try hiring an
amateur. Your yacht is too valuable an asset to risk putting in
the hands of an inexperienced team, which is why Camper &
Nicholsons International is the natural choice for all your needs.
Our end-to-end services cover everything from new build precontract advice, the pre-build design and specification phase,
selecting the right yard and full project management of the build,
to operational management and support, charter management
and full brokerage services. Like our extraordinary heritage, the
CNI teams comprise experts in every field of yachting – not just
people who have been around boats.

camperandnicholsons.com

The Superyacht Report + Camper & Nicholsons
PARTNER CONTENT

Camper & Nicholsons strives to provide
not only a local presence but significant
expertise in every location – and the
Americas is no exception to this rule…

C

amper & Nicholsons is proud of
its much-admired British legacy
– from its charming, classic roots
as a boat builder, to its evolution into a
full-service luxury yachting company
capable of advising at every stage of an
owner’s journey.
“We have a significant history of
having a good-quality presence in the US
that leverages on our British heritage,”
explains Fabio Ermetto, CCO of Camper
& Nicholsons. “We’ve been in the US for
a very long time. Our biggest priority at
the moment is our global expansion. Our
second is local reinforcement, of which
the US is our biggest focus, and our third
is the introduction of new technologies
within the company.”
The firm’s recent appointment of
Fabrizio Scerch as US managing director,
based in Fort Lauderdale, Florida, is
indicative of its desired growth in the
preeminent yachting market. Scerch
joined the Azimut Benetti Group in 2013
and was responsible for the development
of the Azimut Grande brand. For the
last five years, he has worked with
Benetti in the US, building a team
that has comprehensively surpassed
expectations. “Fabrizio has excellent
technical experience and brings a wealth
of knowledge to the new construction
and brokerage divisions of the company,”
adds Ermetto.
Camper & Nicholsons is already
considered to be one of the top charter
companies in the US for superyachts.
Ermetto expects this to continue,
although he believes the sales and
management services of the company

have the most potential for growth; this is
the brand’s focus in the short-term. “We
are about as international as yachting
companies get,” Ermetto continues.
“Just look at our team, our shareholders
and our structure.” Certainly, a number
of the largest US brokerage houses
only have a domestic focus, so when it
comes to listing brokerage yachts for
sale, they don’t have the international
marketing resources and reach without
the assistance of an overseas joint
central agent.
Ermetto believes that owners are
better off not using multiple brokers
for listings and having a single point of
contact, with the support of a global team
of specialists behind them. “We’re not
focused on a single domestic market,”
he continues. “A client can use us for
all their enquiries. We provide excellent
visibility in Europe, and we now have one
of the largest presences in Asia. That is
truly global, if you ask me. Yes, you could
say that yachts are visible to anyone on
the internet, no matter where they are,
but you still need local relationships
with clients, local expertise, and local
knowledge of the service providers.”
Ermetto is confident that the quality
of Camper & Nicholsons’ services in
the US will improve hugely with the
investments the company is planning.
“We recognise that it is a key market for
the industry, and with the right sharing
of information and knowledge between
our European and Asian teams, we will
be best placed to meet and exceed the
expectations of our clients, wherever
they are.”

If you think hiring
a professional
is expensive, try
hiring an amateur.

camperandnicholsons.com

The Superyacht Americas Report 2 0 1 8

CNI_Ad_200.indd 1
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EXAMPLE: CNI BOOKLET

© T H E S U P E R YA C H T A G E N C Y

A further part of the CNI campaign included
an 8-page tear-out booklet bound in to The
Superyacht Report. This covered key areas
of the CNI proposition and the reasons why
decision-makers at all levels of the superyacht
purchase, build, refit and operations chain
should consider professional services. The idea
was to create something that offered both
useful advice but which also, in turn, promoted
CNI and its range of services to the industry
and to owners.

2021
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E X A M P L E : A M I C O C A M PA I G N
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Tasked with creating a campaign to mark
the launch of Amico’s new 4000t shiplift,
the Agency’s strategic and creative team
developed a concept focused on ‘Cogs’,
drawing on the idea of finely engineered
machinery or clockwork, where each part
plays a vital role in creating a smooth
operating, highly advanced and precisely
designed system that ensures the perfect
refit experience. As well as highlighting
key facets of the facility itself, the concept
extended to other elements of the Amico
proposition, including the advanced skillset
of the workforce and the operational
partnership and friendship of the Amico
team with clients. The creative concept
further extends to the idea of Genova as a
superyacht hub, in which Amico is a vital cog.

2021
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E X A M P L E : A M I CO CO N C E PTS
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NOT YOUR USUAL
SHIPLIFT
Our new all-electric, zero emission shiplift is at the cutting edge of refit
technology. Capable of lifting vessels up to 95m, it combines with five
independently accessible hardstanding bays to ensure your project can
continue without interruption from the schedules of other yachts. It is not
your usual shiplift – but then Amico & Co is not your usual refit facility.

INNOVATIVE
Our new all-electric, zero emission shiplift is at the cutting edge of
refit technology. Capable of lifting vessels up to 95m, it combines
with five independently accessible hardstanding bays to ensure
your project can continue without interruption from the schedules
of other yachts. It is not your usual shiplift – but then Amico & Co
is not your usual refit facility.

GREEN

ESCAPE THE USUAL
REFIT CIRCUIT
Our new all-electric, zero emission shiplift is at the cutting edge of refit
technology. Capable of lifting vessels up to 95m, it combines with five
independently accessible hardstanding bays to ensure your project can continue
without interruption from the schedules of other yachts. It is just one more
reason why Amico & Co and Genoa are redefining what a superyacht hub can be.
amicoshipyard.com

|

#nextgenoa

amicoshipyard.com

|

#nextgenoa

amicoshipyard.com | #nextgenoa
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E X A M P L E : P O R T O M I R A B E L L O C A M PA I G N
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Porto Mirabello in La Spezia is one of the
Mediterranean’s largest marinas, and also one
of the newest. The Agency team held a brand
workshop with Porto Mirabello management
and key team members, then used this to
develop a new logo that incorporated La Spezia’s
breakwater, along with the single organising
principle for the brand of ‘embracing beauty’. The
new brand WAS rolled out across the industry
through 2019 and into 2020, along with campaign
visuals and messaging that best capture the
appeal of this extraordinary facility.

2022
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E X A M P L E : P O R T O M I R A B E L L O C A M PA I G N
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WELCOME TO YOUR
NEW HOME-PORT
With 18 berths available for superyachts from 50
up to 140m, Porto Mirabello is the perfect homeport to meet the demand of the 2021 global
order book. Experience the unrivalled facilities for
yourself, and get in before the berths run out.

portomirabello.it

J U S T YA R D S AWAY.

LA SPEZIA

R I VA
FERRETTI

SANLORENZO

1 , 2 NM

BAGLIETTO

1 , 5 NM

P E R I N I N AV I

1 , 5 NM

140M, 2021 DELIVERY

118M, 2021 DELIVERY

84M, 2021 DELIVERY

59M, 2021 DELIVERY

50M, 2021 DELIVERY

50M, 2021 DELIVERY

68M, 2021 DELIVERY

78M, 2021 DELIVERY

85M, 2021 DELIVERY

90M, 2021 DELIVERY

100M, 2021 DELIVERY

H

100M, 2021 DELIVERY

With an extraordinary range of famous shipyards and yard facilities
within a 22-mile radius, it’s no wonder that Porto Mirabello is fast
becoming the preferred home port for some of the world’s most
iconic superyachts. Talk to us today about our seasonal and leasehold
berthing options, and book now to get in before the berths run out.

H

FINCANTIERI

2,0 NM

1 , 2 NM

AMEGLIA

SANLORENZO

1 1 ,0 NM

MARINA
DI CARRARA

Got the winter blues?

VIAREGGIO

With La Spezia just a stone’s throw from some of the Mediterranean’s
most beautiful destinations such as the Cinque Terre, Forte dei Marmi,
Portofino, Elba, Monaco, Costa Smeralda and Florence, it’s time to beat
the winter blues by embracing summer hues. Porto Mirabello’s dedicated
superyacht concierge is on hand to ensure all your needs will be met –
so book now, and get in before the berths run out.

22 NM

F I PA
GROUP

OVERMARINE
GROUP

22,0 NM

22,0 NM

AZIMUT
BENETTI

22,0 NM

22,0 NM

CODECASA

P E R I N I N AV I

22,0 NM

ROSSI
N AV I

22,0 NM

FIRST CHOICE IN THE MED

portomirabello.it

portomirabello.it

PM_TSR_200_v4.indd 2

ADMIRAL

1 2,0 NM

27/01/2020 10:20

Porto_Mirabello_2020_Concepts_v5.indd 1

Porto Mirabello’s brand new dock is the essence of looking toward a
bigger, brighter future. With 18 berths for superyachts ranging from
50m to 140m overlooking the Gulf of Poets, we’re set to be your
first choice in the med. Get in before the berths run out.

12/03/2020 14:47

portomirabello.it

PM_Ads_v3.indd All Pages

23/06/2020 17:00
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E X A M P L E : P O RTO M I R A B E L LO R E B R A N D
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LO G O D E V E LO P M E N T WO R K I N GS
PORTOMIRABELLO
PORTOMIRABELLO
LA SPEZIA
LA SPEZIA

PORTOMIRABELLO
PORTOMIRABELLO
LA SPEZIALA SPEZIA

LA SPEZIA

LA SPEZIA

LA SPEZIA

LA SPEZIA

LA SPEZIA

LA SPEZIA

LA SPEZIA

LA SPEZIA

LA SPEZIA

LA SPEZIA

LA SPEZIA

LA SPEZIA

LA SPEZIA
LA SPEZIA

LA SPEZIA
LA SPEZIA

LA SPEZIA
LA SPEZIA

LA SPEZIA
LA SPEZIA
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With new investment and major plans
for growth, MB92 wanted a refreshed
brand, along with a new website and
digital communications tools. The
Superyacht Agency worked with MB92
through our brand workshop and other
methodologies, helping to identify them
as ‘smart pioneers’. The positioning
worked at all levels within the business
and contributed to our approach to their
new website, facilitating straightforward
messaging inspired by good engineering
and effective design.
iPad

9:45 AM

100%

The new company logos were inspired
by the dynamism of MB92’s home city,
Barcelona, with the outlines of the city
forming the new identity. We extended
this to MB92’s new site following its
takeover of an existing facility in La
Ciotat, France, and the Agency continues
to work with MB92 on everything from
brand guidelines to new, innovative
digital campaigns.

iPad

9:45 AM

100%
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E X A M P L E : M B 9 2 R E B R A N D A N D RO L LO U T
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We are here to help you with refit
planning to ensure an optimum
yard period, streamlined process
and a quick return to sea.
Let us know how we can help you:
commercial@mb92.com
info-barcelona@mb92.com
info-laciotat@mb92.com

mb92.com

02_MB92_SEPT18

WORLD CLASS REFIT
Superyacht maintenance, repair
and refit in Barcelona and La Ciotat

MB92_CommercialBrochure_Cover_Artwork v5.indd 1

19/09/2018 11:50

Shaped for your needs

Since 1992, our clients have been our sole focus.
We have listened to you, worked with you, grown for you.
Our commitment to the unique needs of each project
continues to shape our future.
Contact our expert team to help plan your next refit.
MB92.com
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EXAMPLE: ONE OCEAN REBRAND
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The Superyacht Agency was tasked
by One Ocean with defining brand
strategy and positioning, and creating
an identity fit for a new global luxury
brand with ambitious plans for the future.
We created an identity and logo that
immediately distinguishes the brand as
a global luxury leader and a major player
in the operation and management
of the world’s most valuable private
assets. We then extended this across all
applications and assets, from on-site
branding to show stands, website and
print collateral.
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EXAMPLE: ONE OCEAN REBRAND
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iPad

9:45 AM
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100%
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E X A M P L E : M T U RO L L S - ROYC E S O LU T I O N S

© T H E S U P E R YA C H T A G E N C Y

MTU approached The Superyacht Agency
to understand and evaluate the markets
sentiment towards hybrid propulsion systems,
and gain insight into how to approach
the market in the future. The Superyacht
Intelligence team produced a research report
including detailed market analysis, uncovering
the opinions of experts on current and future
propulsion systems, and identifying the
potential obstacles hindering a wider market
uptake of hybrid engine systems. This was
complemented with quantitative research into
the markets sentiments towards alternative
propulsion. The Superyacht Agency developed
a series of strategic recommendations
and actionable insights for MTU to increase
awareness and ultimately drive business.
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E X A M P L E : J O T U N C A M PA I G N

© T H E S U P E R YA C H T A G E N C Y

Jotun approached the Superyacht
Agency to create a campaign that
launched ‘JotunCare’, a specialised
lifecycle loyalty service with the
Superyacht at the heart of its purpose.
In turn, we created the ‘Enso’ campaign
- In Zen, enso is a hand-painted circle
in one or two uninhibited brushstrokes;
it symbolises enlightenment, strength,
elegance, the universe and the void. The
circle also represents wholeness, and as
such was the perfect metaphor for the
lifecycle care approach of JotunCare.

Embrace

Jotun Care brand

Jotun Care brand

When Jotun logo is 50mm, Care logo is 42,26mm.

When Jotun logo is 50mm, Care logo is 42,26mm.

Reliable

JotunCare
Dedicated lifecycle support | Exclusive JotunCare App | Crew workshops.
The ulimate and most respected superyacht paint lifecycle solution.
Discover more at jotun.com/jotuncare

Jotun Care brand

Jotun Care brand

Jotun Care brand

Jotun Care brand

Support
When Jotun logo is 50mm, Care logo is 42,26mm.

When Jotun logo is 50mm, Care logo is 42,26mm.

When Jotun logo is 50mm, Care logo is 42,26mm.

When Jotun logo is 50mm, Care logo is 42,26mm.

#whatisenso

Jotun_Adverts_v5_08_07_20.indd 1
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#whatisenso

Jotun_Adverts_v5_08_07_20.indd 2

08/07/2020 14:06
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E X A M P L E : J O T U N C A M PA I G N
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EXAMPLE: NAUTICAL STRUCTURES

© T H E S U P E R YA C H T A G E N C Y

Nautical Structures, a leading OEM provider
approached The Superyacht Agency to
help them not only understand their market
perception and positioning, but also, to
strategically develop their position within
the Northern European custom market. Our
findings which were delivered to Nautical
Structures in a research report, informed our
work in creating a refreshed brand identity,
new website, marketing strategy, messaging
and a series of creative campaigns to launch
the ‘Next Generation of Nautical Structures’ to
the industry.

Precision. Engineered.
The Next Generation of
Nautical Structures.

Precision. Engineered.
The Next Generation of
Nautical Structures.

nautical-structures.com
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E X A M P L E : N A I A D DY N A M I C S
Naiad Dynamics approached The
Superyacht Agency to design, develop
and build a dynamic new website that
clearly communicates the breadth
of experience, expertise and scale of
Naiad, whilst ensuring the new site
functionality caters equally for existing
and prospective clients. Following an
extensive research phase, our team of
designers and developers produced a
slick, user-friendly website that clearly
highlighted the lifecycle cost benefits
of Naiad to the market.
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100%
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OUR CLIENTS
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© T H E S U P E R YA C H T A G E N C Y

CONTACT
M A R T I N R E D M AY N E
CHAIRMAN
M A R T I N @ T H E S U P E R YA C H T G R O U P. C O M
W W W.T H E S U P E R YA C H T G R O U P. C O M

This presentation and all concepts and designs therein copyright © The Superyacht Group 2022.
The Superyacht Group (TSG) has copyright of all intellectual property created by TSG. Conditional upon the payment of fees,
the Client has the right, known as the licence, to use TSG work for the purpose agreed in the estimate and contract.
The licence is perpetual and exclusive to the Client for the final artwork chosen by the Client for implementation.
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